GOVERNMENT'S DOCTORS HERE FOR EPIDEMIC

Three Physicians Fresh From Afflicted Cities of East Join Local Medical Forces.

FEWER NEW CASES HERE.

The situation in the borough is in some cases worse than that in the city because of the difficulty of obtaining nurses and hospital facilities in Allegheny. The home has resigned its club house. It has a capacity of 60 beds and is equipped with two kitchens, cooks, and everything that is needed. There are 70 persons ill in Wilkinsburg. During the last month there have been 61 deaths, the largest in the history of the borough. At a meeting held last night the local Red Cross organization to assist in finding nurses and furnishing hospital equipment to an entire family is in motion.

Captain Warren C. Jamlon yesterday addressed a letter to the state health department urging the reopening of the park service. In the letter he said the situation warranted it.

The opinion of most medical men is, however, that the ban on such things will not be lifted at least one week and perhaps longer.

H. F. Porter yesterday offered his house and grounds in Oakland to the authorities as a hospital. The park was made through Major F. W. Jay, head of the army medical service.

FOLLOWING WAY.

Thus the situation here, while not as acute as in other places, is such that all aid is needed to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease. The citizens of the city are working together to control the disease.